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Abstract: Smartness and agility are two quality measures that are pragmatic to achieve a flexible,
maintainable, and adaptable system in any business. The automotive industry also requires
an enhanced performance matrix and refinement in the development strategies for manufacturing.
The current development models used in automotive manufacturing are not optimal enough; thus,
the overall expenditure is not properly managed. Therefore, it is essential to come up with flexible,
agile techniques incorporating traceability methods. It overcomes the traditional manufacturing
approaches that are usually inflexible, costly, and lack timely customer feedback. The article
focuses on significant Requirements Management (RM) activities, including traceability mechanism,
smart manufacturing process, and performance evaluation of the proposed methods in the
automotive domain. We propose a manufacturing framework that follows smart agile principles
along with proper traceability management. Our proposed approach overcomes the complexities
generated by traditional manufacturing processes in automotive industries. It gives an insight into
the future manufacturing processes in the automotive industries.

Keywords: automotive industry; agile manufacturing; smart requirements management; traceability

1. Introduction

Managing requirements is a critical concern in any innovative vehicle manufacturing from
initial planning to the final stages. In such cases, these requirements need to be fulfilled according
to the needs, aesthetics, and satisfaction level of the customers. Some quality attributes are also
managed to produce the desired results. For this purpose, we use smart requirements gathering
and managing tools to provide automated solutions to such situations. In agile, the management of
requirements is an independent activity that is incorporated at all the developmental stages of the
product. Different frameworks and solutions are provided for better management, without the misuse
of resources [1,2]. Modeling system requirements and manufacturing transformations are also vital for
such systems. Using big data analytics, we can derive better statistical results for decision making and
optimization [3]. The evaluation of such methodologies provides an insight into the organization to
identify the needs of its valued customers. In this way, organizations choose smart methodologies
along with the deployed methods to make their work easier and satisfactory. Such a blend of techniques
provides better developmental strategies because the requirements are well managed. Past studies
have proven the effectiveness of such techniques [4].

Management of requirements involves controlling different factors affecting the nature of
these requirements. These factors include diversification of models, data analysis, dependency,
customer satisfaction, modularization, and usability. A primary concern is to balance all the stated
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attributes from baseline activities until the final product [5]. Requirements management is a part of the
capability maturity model level two Key Process Area for better project management. This level is
called Repeatable or Managed because activities are initiated for better management of the project’s
developmental activities. As far as project management is concerned, organizations at this level strive
for the better quality of their products [6].

The capability maturity model provides a guideline to the automotive companies to improve their
processes and products. It gives the insight to innovate the manufacturing activities to gain desired
results [7]. The heterogeneity and diversification of modern vehicles is a challenge for automotive
manufacturers. Online interactive software systems require less response time compared to vehicular
hardware systems, and these factors are balanced using CMMI–DEV (Capability Maturity Model
for development). Thus, we can improve the safety and security processes of an organization globally
using such smart standards [8,9]. Requirements traceability is an essential concern in smart requirements
management because this process involves a bidirectional trace record of all the activities performed in
the manufacturing process. This activity covers all the phases of development, from requirements
management to maintenance of the automotive system. A large number of manual and automated
tools are available for requirements management. The manual means are more effort consuming
and costly, while the automated methodologies are efficient in terms of resources [10–12].

Smart requirement management is one of the fundamental project management concerns
which provides a strong base for the upcoming development activities. Managing requirements
involves several specific practices such as understanding requirements, obtaining commitment,
managing changeability of requirements, managing inconsistencies among requirements,
and maintaining bidirectional traceability of requirements for change management and other quality
assurance activities. For any business organization, it is exceptionally vital to intelligently manage
high volumes of data and deliver sophisticated business solutions meeting the explicit practices
required by the particular development level of CMMI. Such a large amount of data enables an
organization to adopt data-driven strategies and shift to a smart manufacturing processes [13,14].
Presently, Model-Driven Development is turning into a rising methodology for modeling automotive
in the best proficient way. In CMMI level two—i.e., Repeatable or Managed—we need to keep up
the bidirectional trace of the automotive system that is being developed, for better compliance of
user needs. Maintaining a bidirectional trace in such Meta models is a big trial for the engineers,
particularly at evaluation and support stages. In this study, we emphasize the latest development and
traceability studies for automotive manufacturing and compare their performance. This study will
provide an indication to the manufacturers to select the most suitable traceability methodology for
their product. The main stages involved in the auto manufacturing process are depicted in Figure 1.
These stages are then refined with the core agile manufacturing standards to achieve the best results.
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In Figure 1, the process comprises three major stages—namely, the development stage,
the production preparation stage, and finally the production stage. In the first stage, the major
activities involved are planning the whole automobile system, designing different prototypes for
the system, and after finalizing the basic design, the body design of the vehicle is designed. At the
end of this phase, the final prototype of a vehicle is prepared. The top management further evaluates
this prototype.

The second stage is about production preparation, where productivity examination takes place.
Afterward, the whole manufacturing process is planned. The equipment used in the automobile is
sent for verification using high-quality standards. After several equipment tryouts, the procurement of
equipment takes place.

Next is the actual vehicle production phase, where stamping of the metal sheets takes place to
form a net shape of the vehicle. Welding is also used along with stamping to design the outer body of
the automobile. After painting the body parts, its assembly is done, and the final inspection process is
started in which the automobile is fully tested according to the global manufacturing standards.

Requirement Traceability

Requirement traceability is the ability of the system to trace and link each outcome of any
development stage back to its requirements specification as well as in the forward direction to the
final product. Traceability is vital in any project both from the developmental perspective and validation
perspective. The stages involved in the traceability process are defined in Figure 2.
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In Figure 2, the first stage is system identification, which identifies a system under construction.
The automotive system under development needs to be properly analyzed following the requirements
specifications document. As a result, we can get information about the scope, sections, and components
of the system [15]. The process of traceability needs to be started as the requirements process starts.
All the activities followed by the requirements engineering process need to be mapped to record the
trace information. In the components identification stage, after identification of the automotive system,
it is modularized into manageable compartments called components. Each component is developed
based on the priority of requirements. Another follows a component, so the trace continues, and all the
information is recorded against each component [16]. In this regard, the components-based traceability
approach provides an efficient mechanism to record component traces. In the case of model-oriented
development, each metamodel is treated as a component, and the trace is recorded accordingly.

In the Trace Definition stage, the trace process is defined using any tool, methodology, or framework.
This methodology is much dependent on the nature of the product. In the case of small systems,
manual traces are recorded. As the system becomes large and complex, different traceability tools
are used to provide automated traceability of the system [17]. Each trace id is a bidirectional link
to all the elements and artifacts representing the unique functionality of the automobile under
development. The traceability link is integrated throughout the system to refer to the required
functionality. The specific identity of the trace makes it possible to refer to the particular requirement
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at each manufacturing stage [18]. In the case of Quality Assurance activities, these bidirectional
links are used to record the effect of vehicle alterations after regression testing is carried out. At the
post-implementation phase, whenever any component or module is changed, the change is also
recorded to measure its ripple effect. All these situations demand proper identification of the trace.

In the Trace Recording stage, each trace entity is recorded by its trace id and is placed in a table by
a sequence of its requirement specification. These links are also maintained in any database or Excel
sheet manually [19]. The automated tools record the trace information in a tabular form which makes it
easy to retrieve it back using any query language [20]. In the Trace Maintenance stage, the maintenance
of traceability links is a crucial requirement management concern. Rapid changes in the specifications
result in the degradation of trace links. Similarly, the regression testing records the effects of changes
made to the system, and after each test, the trace information also needs to be updated to avoid any
loss of trace information [21,22].

Finally, in the Trace Retrieval stage, the trace information is retrieved to get statistics about the
completion of the automotive components [23]. In testing, this information is retrieved to record the
effect of defects in any component, and when it is resolved, the trace information is used to analyze the
effect of changes in other modules and subsystems. This trace information is retrieved using a query
or is manually retrieved through tables. Our work is based on analyzing requirements management
strategies at various manufacturing stages, the related work, and its performance comparison. Thus,
research questions that arise are as follows:

1. What are the Major RM activities carried out by automotive companies?
2. What are the different traceability mechanisms in automotive companies?
3. What is the Performance evaluation of current traceability methods in the automotive domain?

The rest of the article is divided into different sections. Related literature is discussed in the
Related Work as Section 2, Manufacturing Agile Framework is proposed for the automotive industry
in Section 3, and Performance Comparison is carried out in Section 4.

2. Related Work

Different traceability techniques are discussed in literature, which use various methodologies to
maintain bidirectional traceability links. A traceability metamodel is designed for railway control
system (RCS) implemented in V-Model of system development. This methodology is efficient in
maintaining traceability at the component level, i.e., it supports modularization and independence
of system components. Links of traceability are maintained using the UPPAL tool [24,25]. The main
challenge in implementing this methodology is updating traceability links of requirements when
alteration occurs in any component. Energy systems are also switching towards economical and smart
monitoring systems to automate functionality and derive voluminous data for decision making.

Another technique that is very efficient in recovering the missing traceability links is refactoring.
This method involves making the code artifacts semantically and syntactically aligned, which makes
it more understandable and hence improves the traceability links because of code refinements [26].
Thus, we can relate this technique to the hardware components as well. As the automotive systems
become more sophisticated day by day, the manual traceability mechanisms also need to be improved
for dealing with complex systems. Model-based development also plays a significant role in the latest
system development where trace information about different metamodels are maintained, and this
trace is used to localize different hardware transformations. It is very crucial to maintain this trace
information when different metamodels are integrated [27].

The current product manufacturing trend mostly follows smart agile methods rather than
traditional plan-driven approaches like a waterfall [28,29]. These methods include Rational
Unified Process, Extreme Programming, Scrum and Feature Driven Development, etc. Among all
these models, Extreme Programming is most popular in most of the small and medium companies.
The main reason behind this is its manufacturing flexibility for both the clients and the developers.
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Due to the quick feedback from clients, rapid changes take place in the manufacturing system [30].
To record these changes, proper traceability is needed, and after the alteration process is completed,
the trace also needs to be updated. The SWEBOK also supports this view. These traceability procedures
used by different organizations vary from simple matrices, formulas, and tools, to UML models that
are mapped to draw traces of outcomes. However, all these methods do not provide surety to obtain
the full trace of the system at all the phases of software development [31].

Model-driven development is gaining more importance over the past decade, because of its
variation in the manufacturing of different kinds of systems. Researchers have mainly focused on its
related features and characteristics. Enormous techniques and methodologies are being implemented
to analyze the results in real-time automotive systems. One such technique is the use of soft goal
trees for traceability management. Following this method, the trace information is maintained at the
baseline and is updated as the changes are made to the system. For this purpose, regression testing is
performed to analyze the effect of these changes. The main problem faced in utilizing this technique
is the time delay in generating a response because of the large number of model constituents [32,33].
For improving the requirements management, manufacturing, and maintenance tasks, these activities
are linked to each other through text retrieval techniques. As different metamodels are also involved in
system development, we need to follow the nontextual techniques as well. In this way, information
retrieval is enhanced by using both techniques together [34].

The need for traceability arises as the system becomes complex to keep a record of all the
functional points. Later on, at the phase of evaluation, we need to perform a variety of regression
tests that result in major or minor changes in the automotive. These changes need to be tracked
bidirectionally in order to measure the amount of change that the system undergoes. Similarly,
the maintenance activities also need to be traced in order to integrate the components. In today’s
technological environment, where we are dealing with safety and security-critical vehicles, the need
for traceability becomes more vital. Most enterprises fail to implement the complete traceability due to
immaturity in their manufacturing processes [35,36]. A large number of studies have been carried out
to analyze the latest challenges faced in recording and maintaining traceability. The tools and methods
have been tested, and their performances analyzed by researchers and experts [37–39].

As the automated software tools are replacing the standard methodologies, the traceability
automation also comes with a price. The storage and maintenance of trace links are crucial and
challenging too, especially in the case of large applications. Some automated techniques have been
implemented at the design level, but they are not implementation-based [40,41]. Managing changes
in the automotive industry is very crucial because the clients always want their feedback to be
acknowledged. In case of changes, regression testing is performed to analyze the effects of changes on
other components. These changes demand constant updates in the trace record. Several manual and
automated tools are used to keep a record of such changes [42,43]. Among all the methods, the link
maintenance technique is efficient in maintaining the trace record when changes are incorporated [44].
In the case of software systems, a leading trend in software engineering is the global software
development (GSD), where the development process is distributed across different locations and
communities. Experts from different geographical locations are available to provide their expertise and
suggestions in the construction and innovation of a system [45]. In such a developmental environment,
the traceability needs to be globally updated [46]. Model-based traceability is replacing the conventional
development approach nowadays. The maintenance of trace in such metamodels is essential and
challenging too [47]. The transformations require proper record-keeping of the traces, so that the
changes can be localized easily [48,49].

3. Proposed Manufacturing Framework

We have proposed an agile manufacturing framework that follows a trace matrix to record every
single change and every testing activity related to the functions of the automobile and is defined in
Figure 3.
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In our proposed framework, we have two main phases of manufacturing—the development phase
and the production preparation phase on which the principles of agility are applied. In the first phase,
we have three subactivities. At the planning stage, the functionality, feasibility, and resources of
the whole auto system are planned. After that, the design is carried out, which includes body
design models; at the end of designing, different prototypes are prepared to determine the final model
of the automobile. All three activities are carried out incrementally, and these steps can be iterated in
order to refine the final model. This iteration is called in-phase iteration, as shown in the figure below.

The second phase of production preparation is comprised of two incremental activities. The first
one is the process planning in which the manufacturing process is planned, and then the testing and
verification of equipment are carried out. These activities are also interleaved and can be iterated for
further refinement. The activities of both phases can also be iterated using cross-phase iteration.

This means that once the whole manufacturing process is finalized and the production equipment
is verified, we can reconsider the whole process once again for further improvement. This happens in
the cases when the top management, quality insurance team, or any customer representative suggests
any enhancement in the system. Table 1 is the trace matrix of the proposed framework, which shows
different functions of the vehicle and how these functions are traced using a specific trace id whenever
any improvement is suggested.

In this trace matrix, we have randomly selected five functionalities of any arbitrary automobile.
Each requirement is assigned a unique requirement ID and a unique trace ID. In the case of analysis or
quality assurance activity, the status of each requirement is clearly shown, and a proper description
is given along with each requirement. In this way, each functionality is traced throughout the
manufacturing process, and its current status is also shown. This information is used to find the current
status of each function so that the effort and resources can be estimated in a better way.
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Table 1. Trace Matrix.

Requirement ID Trace Scenario Functionality Trace ID Status Description

R1 Function 1 Fog lamps Assessment T1 Pass Done
R2 Function 2 Battery Inspection T2 Fail Leakage
R3 Function 3 Electrical Wiring T3 Fail Pending
R4 Function 4 Doors Installation T4 Fail Nonfixed
R5 Function 5 Engine Assembly T5 Pass Done

After finalizing the design and production preparation, the next step is the actual
manufacturing process. At this stage, we have finalized the vehicle’s design and body, and we
need to start the manufacturing of the automobile as shown in Figure 4. The stages involved in
hardware manufacturing include the stamping of the metal sheets. The sheets are molded according to
the required design and then pressed using heavy machinery. The next step involves the welding of
these metal sheets to design the body of the automobile using various welding mechanisms.
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After body design, its painting is carried out using automotive paints. These paints are body
protective and also used for decoration. In the end, the automobile components are assembled.
Components such as the gearbox, engine, radiator, battery, steering wheel, lights, windshield, bumper,
doors, bonnet, fender, and tires, etc., are assembled to form a completely working automobile.

This mass manufacturing process would be more efficient if it follows the agile, incremental
manufacturing process. The below figure represents the four necessary manufacturing activities as
A, B, C, and D, whereas the numbering 1, 2, 3 represent the first product, other product, and the
third product, respectively. The manufacturing process is pipelined in such a way that after completing
the first activity of stamping on product one, the other product is brought for stamping, and after that
the third one. Similarly, the next three activities are carried out in the same way and shown in Figure 5.
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The performance of the proposed mechanism can be associated with the past deployed techniques
for performance comparison. In a traceability study conducted by Chhabra et al. [34], an automated
traceability mechanism is suggested, which is based on textual links. This mechanism provides
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text-based trace links for system artifacts that are not very effective for auto development but can
aid in its prototyping. Reviews and inspections of activities by experts are also carried out to trace
maintenance and testing activities, as proposed by Samalikova et al. [50]. These inspections are helpful
in identifying any manufacturing defects. Another bidirectional methodology has been implemented
using mappings between system artifacts and the software source code [51]. Thus, we can apply
mappings to our automotive metamodels for proper trace. Due to the wide application of agile
development, much work has been done for the management of requirements in an agile environment.
The involvement and rapid feedback of the customers require a constant update of system artifacts.
Different agile traceability frameworks have been suggested for such issues that provide traceability in
both directions, which is much useful for agile-based automotive development [52,53].

The overall requirements management is monitored using different tools such as JIRA, UPPAL, etc.,
which provide bidirectional traceability of the source code based on an automated mechanism.
A large number of frameworks and models such as LEGO, QFD (Quality Function Deployment,
Kano’s model, ISO 9001 audit model, and VTML (Visual Trace Modeling Language), etc., have been
proposed for effective traceability management of systems. For sufficient testing, soft goal trees are
used to maintain trace links when regression testing is carried out to test the effect of changes on
other artifacts. In the case of automotive model-based development, model-driven traceability is
carried out using trace links. In such cases, both manual and automated traceability mechanisms
are used. Currently, studies have been carried out to trace activities in service-oriented architecture
following the model-based approach [54].

In the proposed framework, we have designed an agile approach for automotive manufacturing
process. The agility factor of the process enables the manufacturers to reconsider the improvements
once they are finalized. Customer satisfaction is the key to success in agile processes and any change is
welcomed in the proposed system. The trace matrix provided by the framework is used to record every
update related to each requirement. In case of verification activities, all the changes that take place
are logged and can be traced bidirectionally. This framework is also effective for the development of
customized automotive. In order to assess the performance of this methodology, we have used the
MATLAB simulation software. Using the MATLAB fuzzy model, we have simulated Function five of
the Trace Matrix, which is ‘Engine Assembly’ represented by Requirement ID (R5) and Trace ID (T5),
and is shown above in Table 1.

We used a fuzzy scale to find out the effect of cost and time fluctuations of Engine Assembly
on the production. The cost is classified as less, moderate, high, and very high. Similarly, the time
is classified as extremely less, very less, less, and very long. The production type is distributed as
moderately agile, agile, less agile, traditional, and less traditional. The fuzzy rules are generated
accordingly to measure the effect of cost and time on the production type. The cost, production type,
and time scale are supposed to be based on continuous values. The engine assembly time is assumed
with a range of 0–60 min while the assembly cost from 0–2000 dollars. The production type ranges
from 1–5, showing higher agility and traditional approach on both the extremes.

A two-dimensional result in the above Figure 6 is attained that shows the relationship between
engine assembly cost and the product type. It can be seen that engine assembly cost declines with time
using an agile approach. For the lesser cost, the production type represents the higher values of agile
development. As the cost increases, the production type goes towards the lower values of traditional
development. This result clearly shows that agile manufacturing supports efficient production with
the least cost possible.
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The attained 3D surface in Figure 7 below shows the impact between two input variables,
cost and time, on the output production. In this surface graph, agile results are attained based on our
defined rules. Less the assembly cost and time, the production type moves towards the higher values
of agility (yellow).
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For higher cost and more significant manufacturing time, the production type shows the minimum
graph of traditional development (blue).

In Figure 8 below, the 3D line graph shows the relation between the assembly time of automobile
engine and the total cost involved in the assembly using the scale of moderately agile, agile, less agile,
traditional, and less traditional manufacturing process.
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The results clearly show that the agile process involves less time and cost compared to the
traditional assembly process.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

The previous manufacturing and traceability studies consist of source code trace, which is
better merely for software-based systems where the primary artifact is the code. Using the
proposed framework, the product at each manufacturing stage can be refined through in-phase
and cross-phase iterations. Moreover, such iterations during manufacturing stages reduce cost and
time in the production of vehicles in the automotive sector. Any changes or revisions are properly
recorded using the trace matrix. These results show the validity of the proposed framework concerning
prototyping, customer feedback, traceability, cost, and time, which are the main agile features all
through automotive manufacturing. The limitation lies in initiating the application of agility to this
industry and driving the researchers to develop more specific agile models. In the future, we can
extend this research by manipulating the results of applying agile principles to the automotive industry
and recording improvements in the manufacturing processes.
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